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Abstract: This paper presents the results of a study on the effect of vascular lumen reduction on
the performance of an innovative implantable LVAD (left ventricular assist device). It details the
pressures in the individual cardiac chambers as a function of device frequency. In addition, mass
flow rates and energy consumption of the device are examined, varying with lumen reduction and
operating frequency. While the lumen reduction of the vessels has little effect on energy consumption,
the mass flow rates vary considerably, i.e., above 140 cyc/min, the mass flow rate increment is no
longer achieved for specified initial conditions. There are also differences regarding the pressures
in the heart; namely, it was found that the pressure plots look similar in all cases, leading to the
conclusion that the reduction of the vessel lumen does not affect their shape, but does affect the
maximum values of the left ventricular and aortic pressures. Importantly, the innovative device
in the form of an intra-cardiac balloon assembly for circulatory support is based on a pulsatile
flow strategy and is synchronized with the ECG signal. Other advantages of the proposed solution
include a minimally invasive method of implantation, which is important for patients with end-stage
heart failure. The design of the device is portable and the device itself is battery-powered, allowing
for shorter hospitalization times and faster recovery, even in patients with end-stage heart failure
associated with mitral regurgitation and pulmonary hypertension.

Keywords: heart-assist devices; implantable assist device; left ventricle; intra-cardiac balloons

1. Introduction

According to the WHO, cardiovascular diseases are the leading causes of death glob-
ally, estimated to claim 17.9 million lives each year [1]. Furthermore, heart failures caused
by a reduced or impaired blood pumping function of the heart, affect 64.3 million patients
annually [2]; this includes pediatric patients [3] and is associated with high morbidity
and mortality. Unfortunately, despite ongoing developments in cardiac surgery, it is also
estimated that more than 40% of patients diagnosed with heart failure will die within five
years [4–6]. The same applies to pharmacological treatment, which can only slow down
the process. The standard and best solution for patients with advanced heart failure is
heart transplantation [7]. Transplantation is not always possible due to the shortage of
donors [8], long waiting lists [9], high costs [10], problems with organ rejection, and high
mortality [11].

Left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) are typically used as a bridge to heart trans-
plant [12], as a bridge to recovery, or as destination therapy [13]. The former is used when
medical treatment (conservative treatment) or surgery (e.g., heart transplantation) are no
longer options, or are simply unsuccessful at preventing further deterioration. A bridge
to recovery is cardiac support intended for use while the heart recovers, at a time when
it is too weak. Finally, destination therapy is for patients who do not qualify for a heart
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transplant. This also means that destination therapy provides permanent cardiac support.
Moreover, LVADs are used for both short-term therapy and destination therapy, and they
are considered an effective therapeutic approach as a bridge to heart transplantation [14].

LVADs in the form of mechanical pumps consist of several components, including
inflow and outflow cannulae, the pump itself, a battery pack, and a controller. Some of
these components are implantable. The most important component is the mechanical
pump, which replaces or supports the action of the failing heart and is controlled by a
controller. The most commonly implantable parts are cannulae, the shape of which is
also subject to optimization [15]. The most well-known and popular intra-aortic pumps
include Imppella®, POLVAD [16], Levitronix CentriMag™, TandemHeart™, HeartMate
3™, HeartWare™, MicroMed DeBakey [17], and EXCOR® Berlin Heart. Moreover, the
intra-aortic balloon pumps and VA ECMO (veno-arterial extracorporeal membrane oxy-
genation) [18,19] can also be added to the above. However, it is important to be aware of
the potential complications associated with the use of certain devices, which may include
bleeding, requiring transfusion, infection, hemolysis, and limb ischemia [20]. The second
major limitation is that the aforementioned devices are mostly designed for temporary
support during hospitalization. The exceptions may, however, be HeartMate 3™ and
HeartWare™, only if continuous monitoring is possible.

Total artificial hearts and ventricular assist devices have been developed for decades [21].
While the former aim to completely replace the function of the heart, the latter merely
assist the function of the failing heart by supporting it. The first generation of pumps were
pulsatile flow pumps, which were the dominant solution until 2009 [22]. Interestingly,
pulsatile flow pumps mimic the cyclic action of the heart using artificial heart valves, which
consequently contributes to their large size and weight. The noise generated by this type of
equipment was also not insignificant. Since 2010, the next generation of pumps, namely
continuous flow pumps, has been in widespread and almost exclusive use [23,24]. The
biggest advantages of continuous flow pumps include their smaller size and reduced noise
generation. Another significant advantage is their portability, allowing patients greater
freedom of movement. Continuous flow pumps are further categorized into axial and
centrifugal pumps. While axial pumps are smaller in size, they require considerably higher
rotational speeds compared to centrifugal pumps [25], which may lead to thrombosis [5,26]
and hemolysis [27,28]. However, by optimizing the shape of the axial pump, the necessary
rotational speed can be reduced for the same pressure increase [29]. Constant pressure
is also a feature of this type of pump, which can further lead to cardiac arrhythmia [30].
The design of the impellers in centrifugal pumps allows for a significant reduction in their
rotational speeds, which are two to three times lower than those of axial pumps. This speed
comes at the expense of larger impeller diameters.

New solutions are being proposed all the time. An example is a total artificial heart
operating on the principle of valveless pumping, featuring a rotating and linearly shuttling
piston within a cylindrical housing [31]. Another example would be a continuous-flow
total artificial heart that operates without valves and is suspended both axially and radially
through the balancing of the magnetic and hydrodynamic forces to improve biocompatibil-
ity [32]. Yet another example is a low-cost device for long-term use containing a rim-driven,
hubless, axial flow pump, as well as the wireless transmission of energy [25].

Since most of the available designs require highly invasive medical procedures, there
is still a need for a new left ventricular assist device whose implantation will not sig-
nificantly burden patients. This applies, in particular, to patients with end-stage heart
failure. The device proposed in this study (first introduced in [33,34]) requires minimally
invasive implantation and, thus, significantly reduces hospitalization time, which is highly
significant for patients with end-stage heart failure, along with mitral regurgitation and
pulmonary hypertension.

This paper extends the research presented in [35] by investigating the effect of reduced
lumen on the performance of an innovative left ventricular support device. The reduction
of the vascular lumen was achieved by changing the cross-sectional area of the adjustable
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hydraulic valve, which is located a short distance from the aorta. It can be assumed that this
configuration mimics the effect of aortic stenosis. Investigating the effect of reducing the
vessel lumen allows us to study the behavior of the device under unfavorable conditions,
which are associated with an increase in flow resistance, which can further lead to increases
in pressure in the heart chambers and balloons. This is very important for the safety of the
device and, above all, the patient. Moreover, the performance of the device at very high
operating frequencies (of up to 160 cyc/min) is investigated. Additional results show the
impact of energy consumption as a function of the operating frequency and the mass flow
rates generated by the device, which are related to the ability to provide the required flows.
Importantly, the innovative device is based on a pulsatile flow strategy and is synchronized
with the heart cycle.

2. Principle of Operation of the Innovative Device

A CAD model of the left ventricle with limited myocardial contractility is presented in
Figure 1. A description of the procedure for reconstructing the heart geometry from selected
computed tomography angiography is presented in [35]. In brief, the model considered
the left ventricle, atrium, and aorta for a left ventricular ejection fraction of 30% in both
systole and diastole, which corresponds to a case with chronically low ejection fraction.
The geometry was derived from a patient with mitral valve regurgitation and a certain
degree of chronic post-myocardial infarction heart failure.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Principle of operation: (1)—valve balloon; (2)—ventricular balloon; (3)—cylindrical orifice
(mitral valve); (4)—aorta; (5)—left ventricle; (6)—left atrium; (7)—pneumatic line; (8)—aortic valve
location; (9)—narrowing; (10)—single conduit to the atrium. (a) start of diastole. (b) end of diastole.
(c) start of systole; (d) end of systole.

As the device is transcatheter implantable, which does not require extensive surgical
intervention, it only takes its final shape in the left ventricle when the balloons take their
final shapes and volumes. The shape of these balloons is specifically chosen to correspond
to the anatomical shape of the left ventricle.

The principle of operation and a schematic diagram of the device, which is located in
the left ventricle in its unfolded state, are shown in Figure 1. There are four characteristic
stages, i.e., the start and end of cardiac systole and diastole, which correspond to the
respective inflation or deflation of the individual balloons of the device. In the condition in
Figure 1a, which is defined as the start of diastole, the ventricular (2) and valve balloons
(1) are deflated. Both balloons are flexible and connected by a narrowing (9). The ventricular
balloon is considerably larger than the valve balloon, which is positioned in the mitral
valve area (3). In the heart model, the regurgitant mitral valve is represented by a circular
orifice (3). At the beginning of diastole in Figure 1a, the aortic valve is closed. Moreover,
the heart model includes an artificial mechanical aortic valve located at position (8). With
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the mitral valve open, blood flows through the conduit (10) into the atrium (6) and then
into the left ventricle (5) via the cylindrical orifice (3). In this model, the conduit (10) serves
as a replacement for the pulmonary arteries.

The next characteristic state is the end of diastole, which is shown in Figure 1b. Namely,
the mitral valve (3) is occluded with a valve balloon (1), which stops the inflow of blood
from the atrium (6). Then, the end of diastole is followed by the beginning of systole, which
is shown in Figure 1c. It can be observed that the ventricular balloon (2) is inflated while the
valve balloon (1) is simultaneously inflated, leading to an increase in ventricular pressure
and the opening of the aortic valve (8). This results in the ejection of blood into the aorta
(4), marking the transition to the last stage—end of systole—as shown in Figure 1d. In this
last stage, the valve balloon (1) is closed and the mitral valve (3) is open, followed by the
beginning of the deflation of the ventricular balloon (2).

What is extremely important is that the functioning of the device is based on a pulsatile
flow strategy, which is implemented by means of cyclic inflation and deflation of the
balloons synchronized to the heart cycle. Control signals are transmitted to the device via
the ODROID computer, which analyzes the ECG signal, based on which, it initiates the
inflation and deflation of individual balloons. The balloons are supplied via a pneumatic
line (7). In this case, a single line was used for both inflating and deflating. Adequate
synchronization was achieved by correctly locating a certain number of orifices/outlets
in the pneumatic line, as well as selecting appropriate diameters. Some of the orifices
are located within the valve balloon and the rest within the ventricular balloon. Finally,
the gas (helium) is supplied through a pneumatic line (7) by means of an external gas
supply system (described in the next paragraph), of which, the suction–discharge device is
a part of.

3. Methods—Experimental Stand

In order to study the effect of reduced lumen in blood vessels on the performance of
the left ventricular assist device, the experimental setup shown in Figure 2 was constructed.
This stand is equipped with a flexible heart model containing a set of balloons, i.e., a
ventricular balloon and a valve balloon. The ventricular balloon is used in order to pump
fluid (artificial blood) from the left ventricle into the circulatory system, while the valve
balloon ensures the occluding of the valve orifice (regurgitant valve opening). To ensure
that the operating conditions of the circulatory system closely resemble real-life conditions,
the hydraulic system was enhanced with compensation vessels. These vessels simulate the
flexibility of the human circulatory system. Additionally, an adjustable hydraulic valve was
incorporated to alter the flow resistance within the hydraulic system. A mechanical aortic
valve (check valve) was placed in the fluid flow line. In addition, a flexible transparent
heart model was printed from resin on a 3D printer. Through the transparent wall of the
model, the operation of the ventricular and valve balloons could be observed.

More than a dozen sensors were placed in the hydraulic (artificial blood) and pneu-
matic systems (helium). Pressure sensors (High Precision Transmitter ATM.1ST STS Sensor
Technik Sirnach) allowed pressure to be measured at several locations in the hydraulic
system, even in the left ventricle and atrium of the heart model. The aortic pressure sensor
was located at the beginning of the aorta (behind the aortic valve) rather than downstream
of the valve, as this made it possible to compare the pressure in the aorta with the pressure
in the left chamber. Also, the so-called Wiggers diagrams (described in the next paragraph)
show pressure plots in this part of the aorta. The pressure of the gas in the pneumatic
system close to the balloon assembly was measured using the SPAU-B2R-H sensor from
Festo. Moreover, the flow rate in the hydraulic system was also determined using a highly
accurate Optibatch 4011 C from Krohne. An electric heater was also placed in the hydraulic
system to maintain the temperature of the fluid at around 34–36 ◦C. In addition, data,
such as liquid temperature and liquid density, were read from the artificial blood flow rate
measuring device.
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Figure 2. Experimental stand: (1)—flexible left heart; (2)—pulmonary veins pressure sensor; (3)—
aorta pressure sensor; (4)—gas (helium) pressure sensor near balloons; (5)—flow reservoir replacing
the pulmonary veins; (6)—flow meter; (7)—hydraulic valve for changing reduction of the blood vessel
lumen; (8)—external helium supply system; (9)—system for measuring the power consumption of
the external helium supply system; (10)—electric heater.

Measurements of the circulatory system were taken, i.e., pressure in front of and
behind the heart model ((2), (3) in Figure 2), pressure in the atrium and left ventricle of the
heart model, and the flow rate (flow meter (6) in Figure 2). Gas pressure was measured in
the pneumatic system in front of a set of balloons placed in the heart model ((4) in Figure 2).
The testing of the left ventricular assist device was performed at balloon set operating
frequencies of 60, 100, 120, 140, and 160 cyc/min.

The designed and constructed stand (Figure 2) enables the modeling of the impact
of reduced blood vessel lumen on the performance of the LVAD. In this stand, a very
important role is played by the control valve (7) in Figure 2, which facilitates the regulation
and variation of the flow resistance in the hydraulic (blood) system. Using this valve, three
different loads on the hydraulic system were obtained, which correspond to the reduced
lumen of the blood vessels, namely

• Case 0—No reduction in the blood vessel lumen, i.e., fully open valve (7) in Figure 2;
• Case 1—The first stage of reducing the blood vessel lumen. This involves partially

closing the adjustable valve (7), thereby reducing the flow cross-sectional area. The
valve is gradually closed until there is a noticeable change in the flow rate;

• Case 2—The second stage of reducing the blood vessel lumen. This is achieved by
further partial closure of the adjustable valve (7), reducing the flow cross-sectional
area more significantly. The valve is closed to the point where a reduction in the flow
rate becomes visible.

The reduction of the vessel lumen was achieved by altering the cross-sectional area of
an adjustable hydraulic valve. This valve is designed to increase the resistance to fluid flow
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in the hydraulic system installation, a direct consequence of changes in its cross-sectional
area. Moreover, the vessel lumen reduction valve is located in the center of the hydraulic
system of the test stand. It can be assumed that this valve is positioned a short distance
from the aorta, considering the compact arrangement of the hydraulic system’s components
and the unobstructed flow within it. Adjusting the valve setting significantly impacted the
system’s response to the tested parameters of both the external (suction–discharge device)
and internal (balloon set) systems in operation.

Furthermore, a metering system was built to determine the power consumption of the
two systems:

• A system with the Mitsubishi servo amplifier powering the Mitsubishi servo motor
((1) in Figure 3) where the system was powered directly from the 230 V AC. The power
consumed by this system will be designated P2;

• A system with a 12 V DC to 24 V DC converter ((5) in Figure 3) and a sensor for
determining the position of the compressor system base point and a 12 V DC to
5 V DC converter ((6) in Figure 3) to power the ODROID computer ((4) in Figure 3).
The system was powered from a 12 V DC battery pack ((3) in Figure 3). The power
consumed by this system will be designated as P1.

Figure 3. External gas supply system for the balloon system, consisting of a servo-driven reciprocating
compressor with a crank mechanism and measuring system: (1)—servo motor: (2)—reciprocating
compressor; (3)—battery pack; (4)—ODROID computer; (5)—12 V DC to 24V DC converter to power
the piston position sensor in the actuator to base the compressor system; (6)—12 V DC to 5 V DC
converter to provide 5 V voltage to power the ODROID computer; (7)—system measuring the energy
consumption of the 12 V DC to 24 V DC converter to power the piston position sensor in the actuator
to base the compressor system and 12 V DC to 5 V DC converter to provide 5 V voltage to power
the ODROID computer; (8)—system measuring the energy consumption of the servo motor and
servo amplifier.

The measurement of the power consumption was made directly on these systems of
electrical components. This was a direct measurement of the energy consumption of all
electrical components present in the balloon assembly’s external gas supply system. If the
external gas supply system does not use the 230 V AC to power the servo amplifier and
servo motor directly, the power consumption will be even higher. The energy consumption
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study omitted the voltage converter from 12 V DC to 230 V AC between the electric battery
pack and the servo amplifier system powering the servo motor.

A very important part of the external gas supply system is the so-called suction–
discharge device, which consists of the servo motor (1) and reciprocating compressor (2)
in Figure 3. This device is designed to inflate and deflate balloons according to the cycle
of the heart, which is controlled by an ODROID computer (4) in Figure 3. This computer
processes the ECG signal in real time, further ensuring accurate control as required. In
addition to the control functions, the ODROID computer allows control and monitoring of
the most important parameters of both the heart and the device, which further translates
into safety. Furthermore, in the suction–discharge device, the rotational motion of the servo
motor is converted via the crank system into the reciprocating motion of the compressor
piston. The compressor piston has a diameter of 50 mm. In the current study, a cranking
system was used in the suction–discharge device to provide a 40 mm displacement (stroke)
of the compressor piston (reciprocating movement). Moreover, the external gas supply
system dimensions are as follows: width 400 mm, depth (length) 300 mm, height 135 mm.
Weight of case without battery pack 6.11 kg, battery pack with printed basket (housing):
1.51 kg.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Pressure Measurements

Initially, the hydraulic system was filled with a preliminary liquid (mixture) with
properties resembling human blood, which was a solution of water and glycerine. The
glycerine was then slowly and gradually added to the hydraulic system. The liquid,
meanwhile, was flowing in the hydraulic system due to the working external and internal
systems. The Optibatch 4011 flow meter used had the ability to measure density. The
temperature of the liquid was maintained via a flow-through electric heater. Once the
correct density was achieved, the performance (parameters) of the external and internal
systems began to be tested. The viscosity of a liquid (a mixture of glycerine and water)
can be derived from its density and temperature. Also, since the Coriolis mass principle
was used for the flow measurement, the viscosity and density parameters had no influence
on the flow measurement. The density of the liquid was approximately 1060 kg m−3. A
vacuum was then created in the pneumatic system. After checking that the pneumatic
system was airtight, it was filled with helium. The system was filled to an initial pressure
of 75 mm Hg with the compressor piston of the portable balloon supply system retracted.

4.1.1. Case 0—No Reduction in the Blood Vessel Lumen

The fluid pressure plots in the ventricle and aorta were similar to one another during
the inflation of the ventricular balloon, i.e., the pumping of fluid into the hydraulic system
during the cardiac contraction cycle (systole). Also, the left ventricular pressure was slightly
higher for this period compared to aortic pressure values (Figure 4a). Figure 4c shows
the maximum fluid pressure values measured in the aorta (after the heart model), the
left ventricle of the heart model, obtained during testing of the hydraulic system with the
control valve open, meaning that there was no reduction in the blood vessel lumen. The
maximum fluid pressures pmax in the aorta, depending on the frequency f of operation
of the device between 60 and 160 cyc/min, ranged from 113 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to
157 mm Hg for 140 cyc/min (Figure 4c). The differences in the maximum fluid pressures in
the hydraulic system in the left heart ventricle and aorta were in the range of approximately
27 to 34 mm Hg, depending on the frequency of the device.

The pressure in the pneumatic system, as measured with a pressure sensor located
near the balloon set for the external gas supply system operating frequencies of 60, 100, 120,
140, and 160 cyc/min, ranging from about −170 mm Hg to about 732 mm Hg (Figure 4b).
The maximum gas (helium) pressures upstream of the balloon set, when the control valve
in the hydraulic system was open, varied from 443 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to about
732 mm Hg for 160 cyc/min (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. Pressures p in the hydraulic–pneumatic system for different operating frequencies f of the
device for case 0—no reduction in the blood vessel lumen. (a) Fluid pressures in the hydraulic system
as measured by the sensors. (b) Pressure p in the pneumatic system measured by a pressure sensor
placed near the balloon assembly. (c) Maximum pressure values pmax.
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4.1.2. Case 1—First Stage of the Reduction of the Blood Vessel Lumen

Figure 5a shows the fluid pressure values in the left ventricle and aorta. This time,
the shapes of the measurements (red and blue colors) were also similar to each other
during the inflation of the ventricular balloon, i.e., the pumping of fluid into the hydraulic
system that corresponded to cardiac contraction. This means that there were no significant
changes between the aortic and ventricular pressure waveforms during balloon inflation.
The pressure values in the ventricle were slightly higher for this period compared to the
pressure values in the aorta. The maximum fluid pressure pmax values, measured in the
aorta and the left ventricle, are shown in Figure 5c. The measurements were obtained
during the testing of the hydraulic system with the control valve partially closed (the first
stage of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen). The maximum values of fluid pressure
in the aorta, depending on the frequency f of operation of the device between 60 and
160 cyc/min, ranged from 124 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to 168 mm Hg for 120 cyc/min. The
differences in the maximum fluid pressures in the hydraulic system in the left ventricle
and aorta, depending on the frequency f of operation of the device in the range of 60 to
160 cyc/min, were from approximately 27 to 37 mm Hg.

The pressure in the pneumatic system, as measured by a sensor located near the
balloon set for the external gas supply system, varied across operating frequencies of 60,
100, 120, 140, and 160 cycles per minute. The pressure range was approximately from about
−164 mm Hg to about 733 mm Hg (Figure 5b). The maximum gas (helium) pressure in
front of the balloon set, varied from 464 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to about 733 mm Hg for
160 cyc/min (Figure 5c).

4.1.3. Case 2—Second Stage of the Reduction of the Blood Vessel Lumen

Fluid pressures in the ventricle and aorta were similar to one another during ven-
tricular balloon inflation, similar to the previous two cases. Again, the left ventricular
pressure values were slightly higher for this period compared to the aortic pressure values
(Figure 6a). Figure 6c shows the maximum values of fluid pressure pmax measured in the
aorta and left ventricle, which were obtained during testing of the hydraulic system with
an even more closed control valve (second stage of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen).
Maximum aortic fluid pressures ranged from 152 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to 187 mm Hg
for 120 cyc/min, depending on the frequency f of operation of the device (Figure 6b). The
differences in maximum fluid pressures within the hydraulic system, specifically in the
heart ventricle and aorta, varied, depending on the operating frequency of the device,
which ranged from 60 to 160 cyc/min. These differences were approximately between 26
and 37 mm Hg.

The pressure in the pneumatic system, measured with a pressure sensor located near
the balloon set for the external gas supply system, exhibited operating frequencies of 60,
100, 120, 140, and 160 cyc/min, ranging from about −154 mm Hg to about 740 mm Hg
(Figure 6b). The maximum gas (helium) pressure in front of the balloon set varied from
494 mm Hg for 60 cyc/min to about 740 mm Hg for 160 cyc/min (Figure 6c).

4.2. Measurement of Energy Consumption and Flow Rate

The results of the energy consumption (power consumed) obtained with the con-
structed measuring system are shown in Figure 7. Two configurations can be distinguished:

• Servo amplifier configuration powering a servo motor (supplied directly from the
230 V AC). The power of this configuration is designated as P2;

• Configuration with a 12 V DC to 24 V DC converter and a sensor for determining the
position of the compressor system base point and with a 12 V DC to 5 V DC converter
to power the ODROID computer (powered by a set of 12 V DC batteries). The power
of this configuration designated as P1.
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Figure 5. Pressures p in the hydraulic-pneumatic system for different operating frequencies f of the
device for case 1—first stage of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen. (a) Fluid pressures in the
hydraulic system as measured by the sensors. (b) Pressure p in the pneumatic system measured by a
pressure sensor placed near the balloon assembly. (c) Maximum pressure values pmax.
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Figure 6. Pressures p in the hydraulic-pneumatic system for different operating frequencies f of the
device for case 2—second stage of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen. (a) Fluid pressures in the
hydraulic system as measured by the sensors. (b) Pressure p in the pneumatic system measured by a
pressure sensor placed near the balloon assembly. (c) Maximum pressure values pmax.
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Figure 7. Power P consumed by the servo drive P2 (a system with the servo amplifier and servo motor)
and power consumed by two systems P1 + P2: servo drive P2 plus the control system P1 (system with
12 V DC to 24 V DC converter and a sensor for determining the position of the compressor system
base point and 12 V DC to 5 V DC converter and ODROID computer); 0—no reduction-, 1—first-,
2—second stage of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen.

The power P2 consumed by the servo amplifier system, which powers the servo motor,
varies linearly with the frequency f of the balloons. More specifically, at a frequency of
f = 60 cyc/min, P2 varies from about 20 W to 50 W at a frequency of f = 160 cyc/min.
The power requirements of this configuration can be approximated by a linear function of
the following form:

P2 = 2 + 0.3 f W (1)

where f is the frequency in cyc/min.
The power of the configuration with the 12 V DC to 24 V DC converter and the sensor

for determining the compressor system base point position and the 12 V DC to 5 V DC
converter feeding the ODROID computer P1 is the same for all tests (around 6.4 W).

Reducing the lumen of the blood vessels (simulated by closing the control valve)
significantly affects the value of the mass flow rate ṁ (Figure 8). Very large differences
in the mass flow rate ṁ between cases occur at the maximum heart rate (160 cyc/min)
compared to the minimum heart rate (60 cyc/min). It can be seen that the flow rate variation
in the hydraulic system when controlling the valve from fully open (0—no reduction) to
partially closed (1—first stage of reduction) is as high as approximately 0.5 kg/min. In
contrast, the change in the mass flow rate during valve setting from partially closed (1—
second stage of reduction) to even more closed (2—second stage of reduction) is as high as
approximately 0.6 kg/min. Meanwhile, for a frequency of 60 cyc/min, the differences in
mass flow rate for individual cases do not exceed 0.2 kg/min. It is also important to note
that increasing the operating frequency above 140 cyc/min does not generally increase the
mass flow rate, except in the case where there is no reduction of the vessel lumen. In all
cases, the greatest changes occur in the frequency range of 60 to 100 cyc/min. Increasing
the frequency from 60 to 160 cyc/min increases the flow rate by 50% in the case of no
reduction of the lumen of the vessels. In the case of lumen reduction, the values are smaller.

4.3. Discussion

In general, it can be observed that the pressure plots appear qualitatively similar
across all cases. Thus, while the reduction of the blood vessel lumen does not affect the
shape of these plots, it does influence their maximum values. The smallest changes in the
maximum pressures, pmax, in the left ventricle and aorta occur between case 0 (no reduction
in blood vessel lumen) and case 1 (first stage of reduction). These pressures increase in
case 2 (second stage of reduction). Increasing the operating frequency, on the other hand,
increases the balloon pressure for all vessel lumen reduction values.
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Figure 8. Mass flow rate ṁ for different operating frequencies f as a function of the arterial lumen
sizes (increase in flow resistance in the hydraulic system); 0—no reduction-, 1—first-, 2—second stage
of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen.

Decreasing the vessel lumen results in consecutive increases in aortic and left ventricu-
lar pressures, while there is no effect on their frequency-dependent values. The effect of
frequency is evident between frequencies of 60 and 100 cyc/min. Above 100 cyc/min, the
operating frequency has little effect on pressure values.

The results obtained in terms of pressure measurements mean that the innovative
implantable LVAD proposed here can operate over a wide frequency range, i.e., from 60 to
160 cyc/min, extending the applicability of the device at much higher operating frequencies
than in [35].

Increasing the operating frequency of the device results in a linear increase in energy
consumption. Significantly, the effect of reducing the lumen of the vessel has a negligible
effect on energy consumption. Another finding is that the part of the power, which was
labeled P1, is constant, regardless of the operating conditions of the device.

The innovative implantable LVAD is able to increase the mass flow rate by approx-
imately 50% in the absence of the reduction of the blood vessel lumen with an increase
in operating frequency, from 60 to 160 cyc/min. One of the reasons the device works
effectively is that, in addition to supporting the left ventricle, the valve balloon occludes the
mitral valve. This is a unique solution, which is unknown in the literature—the essence of
which is to simultaneously block the flow through the mitral valve during systole, as well
as the ejection of blood from the left ventricle into the aorta at the same time. The solutions
known in the literature only support the ventricles without simultaneous valve occlusion,
e.g., [16,17,32,36–41].

Another advantage of the proposed LVAD is the minimally invasive method of im-
plantation, which is important for patients with end-stage heart failure. This also means
that it complements support in patients previously ineligible or qualified with bad results,
i.e., pulmonary hypertension.

5. Conclusions

One of the most important conclusions is that the innovative implantable left ventricle
assist device allows operating at high frequencies, up to 160 cyc/min. The study also shows
that—above 140 cyc/min—the mass flow rate increment is no longer achieved for specified
initial conditions, e.g., an initial gas pressure of 75 mm Hg. The increase in mass flow rate at
maximum frequency for the case without reduction of the vessel lumen reaches a maximum
of 50% compared to the standard case of 60 cyc/min. Thus, the proposed circulatory assist
device is capable of increasing blood ejection into the aorta. This is also possible because
the mitral valve is completely occluded by the valve balloon. Additionally, with a higher
initial pressure in the pneumatic system, the flow rate would probably be higher. This also
applies to the suction–discharge device used, with a crank stroke of 40 mm. Increasing the
stroke could further increase the flow rate.

Finally, as far as balloon pressure is concerned, it increases with the frequency of
operation, as well as with the reduction of the vessel lumen. The same is true for the aorta
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and left ventricle. The greatest pressure changes relative to a frequency of 60 cyc/min are
observed between the frequencies of 60 and 100 cyc/min. Further increases in frequency
do not result in larger pressure increments. This is correct for all cases of reducing the
vessel lumen. The obtained pressures in the ventricle and aorta, owing to the adjustable
valve used, correspond very well to the real pressures of the human heart. It follows that
the designed test stand allows for a realistic simulation of the circulatory system, which
implies that other devices could also be tested on it in the future.
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